2005 dodge durango fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec Revive your drive with
the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE
replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Dodge Durango Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed to
Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 1
Showing 1 - 8 of 8 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews
Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump,
trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining characteristics of
Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is thoroughly patterned
after to work like the ge Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Sep 30,
Economical fuel pump. Installation was simple. Irving Begay. Purchased on Sep 14, Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement. Ten problems related to fuel pump have been reported for the Dodge
Durango. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Durango based on all problems reported for the
Durango. The contact owns a Dodge Durango. The contact stated that the inside of the vehicle
had a gasoline odor after the fuel pump assembly was replaced. The contact discovered pools
of gasoline on top of the fuel pump assembly. The vehicle was not taken to a dealer or
independent mechanic for diagnostic testing. No repairs were performed. The manufacturer was
made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 70, The current mileage was 71, The contact
stated that after refueling, the instrument panel erroneously displayed that the fuel tank was full.
The vehicle was towed to a private mechanic where it was diagnosed that the fuel pump module
needed to be replaced. The manufacturer was made aware of the failure and stated that the
vehicle was not included in NHTSA campaign number: 05v fuel system, gasoline. The vehicle
was repaired but the failure recurred on three occasions. The approximate failure mileage was ,
and the current mileage was , I have seen numerous and previous complaints pertaining to this
issue. Why hasn't anyone realized that this is most dangerous and "all vehicles" claiming to this
problem should be repaired at no cost to the vehicle owner, simply a defect in manufacturing
and thus needs to be addressed by corp. Recall info is 09v please respond and kindly
investigate this situation and advise me of my next step with local dealer. The contact stated
after approaching a traffic light, the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who
inspected the failure and informed her she needed to replace the fuel tank, the fuel pump
modular and she needed a system update. The manufacturer was contacted but they will not
speak with her. The case manager would not return her call. The dealer will not offer any
assistance. The failure mileage was , I have a Dodge Durango and when the fuel tank is filled up,
before the auto shut off engages on the fuel pump, the fuel tank spews fuel back out of the inlet
on the vehicle. This occurs nearly every time the fuel tank is filled up where we rely on the auto
shut off to signal when the tank is full. This causes fuel to spill onto the ground and down the
side of my vehicle, and at times onto myself or my wife, which can be a safety hazard. No parts
have been replaced as the dealer quoted several hundred dollars and stated although there is a
recall for this exact issue, the recall is VIN specific and ours does not qualify. Gasoline shoots
out the filler neck and does not shut off automatic fuel pumps. This happens all the time unless
I manually fill the tank at a very slow rate for the last few gallons. Gas spills on whoever is filling
car, soaking clothing with gas and can spray in attendants face due to the height of the filler
neck. The contact stated that when refueling the vehicle, gasoline would spew back from the
filler neck and the fuel pump would not shut off when the fuel tank was full. The contact
referenced NHTSA campaign id number: 09v fuel system, gasoline: storage tank assembly but
was advised by the manufacturer that the vehicle was not included in the recall. The vehicle was
not repaired. The failure mileage was 90, and the current mileage was , Every time I fill up with
gas, fuel comes gushing out of my fuel tank. At first, I thought it was the gas station nozzle, but

realized that after using several different stations, this was not the case. After completing some
research online, I saw there was a safety recall issued for this same complaint. I then contacted
Chrysler and was informed that the VIN on my vehicle was not covered under the recall. But, I
was also informed that since my vehicle was not covered under the recall, I would have to pay
"several" hundred dollars to get it fixed. The first time this happened, gas spewed all over my
hands and feet. So, after cleaning myself up the best I could, I drove home smelling gas fumes. I
have to listen very carefully and look at the gallons on the fuel pump to determine when I need
to stop adding fuel. I then go turn the key to see how full the tank is. I then proceed again with
the same steps until I think I have enough gas or at times, gas comes spewing out. I would hate
to think of an injury that could occur to my eyes if gas got in them due to me listening so
closely for the sound of a "full" tank. I have seen several complaints in which the VIN number
wasn't covered, and I think this is ludicrous, if there is a safety issue, it needs to be resolved.
Will it take the actions of my lawyer to get this resolved?. When filling gas tank, fuel pump shuts
off when full, then gas is expelled from the tank. My car was manufactured in Dec 04 and the
recall covered cars manufactured through Nov Is there any recourse or appeal available to get
this recall extended. Clearly Dodge didn't solve the problem as soon as they think they did,
judging by the hundreds of us with the same problem. When fueling Dodge Durango the fuel
pump clicks off and then a couple seconds later the fuel shoots out of the filler neck of
Durango,. Car Problems. Fuel Pump problem 1. Fuel Pump problem 2. Fuel Pump problem 3.
Fuel Pump problem 4. Fuel Pump problem 5. Fuel Pump problem 6. Fuel Pump problem 7. Fuel
Pump problem 8. Fuel Pump problem 9. Fuel Pump problem Tank Assembly problems Tank
Assembly problems. Gasoline Fuel System problems. Tank Filler Pipe And Cap problems. Tank
Mounting problems. Auxillary Tank problems. Fuel Delivery problems. Fuel Injection problems.
Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Cut-Off Relay
Connector. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Injector Retaining Bracket. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump
Lock Ring. Fuel Pump Relay Connector. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump and Sender
Assembly. Fuel Sending Unit Gasket. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Strap. Air Intake. Body
Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive
Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. Spectra
Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump Assembly. API Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump.
Delphi Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading
cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump,
Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank
cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's
top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Carter Fuel Pump. Carter PM
Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made
with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures.
Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient
density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive
fuel blends and additives. Product List Price:. Features: OE-Equivalent electric fuel pump Direct
fit for easy installation OE connections and fittings Highly efficient turbine design Designed for
quieter operation. Shipping Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Autobest Fuel Pump. Bosch
Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon ease of installation,
drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies
are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a
long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually eliminates fuel pulsation,
noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate under extreme temperatures and
under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are
'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest quality and performance. Spectra
Premium Fuel Pump. TYC Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Airtex EM. November 19th,
Posted by david wolf. Carter PM. My Durango fuel pump has been the best performance for
mileage Thanks again. September 27th, Posted by Felecia Lawton. Precise PM. January 6th,
Posted by dave. Bosch May 21st, Posted by Great transaction. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Dodge
Durango. Catalog: K. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Dodge Durango. Catalog: B. Delphi is a global
OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and
float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower

amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its
innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle
application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Our mobile
mechanics offer services 7 days a week. Upfront and transparent pricing. Our certified mobile
mechanics can come to your home or office 7 days a week between 7 AM and 9 PM. The
pressure and output of the pump are controlled by a regulator. Filtration of the fuel occurs
either in the fuel tank using a pickup screen or externally with a replaceable filter mounted in
the fuel supply line. A high quality, OEM fuel pump can last indefinitely. However, as with any
electro-mechanical component, a fuel pump will eventually degrade and fail. If it fails to produce
adequate pressure or completely quits operating, it will need to be replaced. This failed
condition can sometimes be preceded or accompanied by one or more of the following
symptoms:. However, if the fuel pump problem involves leaks of gasoline or vapors, it is unsafe
to continue driving, and should immediately be checked by a qualified mechanic. Dodge
Durango Fuel Pump Replacement at your home or office. Estimate price near me. Service
Location. YourMechanic Benefits Online Booking. Mechanic comes to you. Free 50 point safety
inspection. See availability. Fuel Pump Replacement Service What is the fuel pump and how
does it work? When to consider replacing the fuel pump? A failed fuel pump may prevent a car
from starting or stall it. Check engine light is on. Sometimes a fuel pump will fail slowly, and
that means the fuel pressure and volume slowly degrades. The lack of fuel may result in the
engine operating without enough fuel relative to the amount of air, causing the check engine
light to appear. Whirring noise from fuel tank. As a fuel pump fails, you may notice a whirring or
humming noise coming from the fuel tank area, toward the rear of the car. If the noise is from
the fuel pump, failure of the pump is often imminent and you should replace the fuel pump at
your earliest convenience. How do mechanics replace the fuel pump? Should the fuel pump be
faulty, it is removed from the tank through an access panel above the tank in the passenger
compartment. When no access panel exists, fuel is first drained from the tank and then the fuel
tank must be lowered from the vehicle to gain access to the pump. In all cases, fuel pump
supply and return hoses, as well as EVAP system hoses, and electrical connections to the
pump must be removed. Once the pump is out, any reusable brackets and pick up screens are
attached to the new pump, then the new pump is installed. If the fuel system uses an in-line
external filter, a filter is often replaced. All hoses and electrical connections are re-established.
Fuel is added to the tank and the engine is run to test for leaks. Is it safe to drive with a fuel
pump problem? When replacing the fuel pump keep in mind: Prior to replacing, the mechanic
will power the fuel pump directly to confirm that the issue is a failed pump versus a faulty power
supply to the pump. Unless the fuel filter was replaced recently, whenever the fuel pump is
replaced a new fuel filter should be installed. When failing earlier than expected, the power
supply should be verified because a voltage drop in the fuel pump circuit can lead to
overheating. Should the fuel tank be lowered during the repair, the fuel tank straps and
fasteners sh
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ould be checked for excessive corrosion and replaced as needed. The fuel in the gas tank cools
and lubricates the fuel pump. Yourmechanic was featured in. Popular Dodge Jobs. Auto service
in Your City. Meet some of our expert Dodge mechanics Real customer reviews from Dodge
owners like you. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Daniel 8 years of experience. Request
Daniel. Very professional, in time, efficient,fast and clean Very happy. Mathew 15 years of
experience. Request Mathew. Matt was awesome! Quickly diagnosed the problem. Was able to
get the part and have me back up and running in no time, all the while working through the rain.
Highly recommend and will surely be using in the future when ever need! Over all excellent
service. Carlos 23 years of experience. Request Carlos. Motivated, dedicated and very friendly!!!
Rodney 30 years of experience. Request Rodney. Excellent service! Fast, knowledgable, great
communication! How can we help? Read FAQ. Service type Fuel Pump Replacement.

